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Matrix.exe is the second component of A++.  It has three basic functions: 1) making
matrices for the mirrors designed by config.exe, 2) viewing and editing matrices directly and 3)
evaluating matrix performance.

MATRIX DEFINITIONS

NOTE: If you wish to skip this section and proceed with step by step instructions, go to page
3.

A Geometry matrix describes the relationship between subapertures (slopes) and actuators
(phases).  The number of rows in the matrix will equal twice the number of subapertures with
slopes x represented by rows in the top half of the matrix and slopes y in the bottom half.
The number of columns equals the number of actuators.  Virtual actuators and subapertures
are ignored.  This matrix is used to produce slopes by multiplying it with a wavefront, it is the
foundation of all reconstructors.

A Reconstruction matrix is made from a geometry matrix by way of mathematical formulae,
hence the reason for calling geometry matrices  “foundation” matrices.  In aspect or
dimension, reconstructors look like transposed geometry matrices with rows equal to the
number of actuators and columns twice the number of subapertures.  X slopes are
represented by the left half of the matrix and y slopes by the right half.  As noted above,
geometry matrices are used to generate slopes from the simulated wavefront, and
reconstructors reconstruct wavefronts from slopes.

A Filter matrix is a subset of reconstructor matrices.  Once made, it looks and behaves like
any reconstructor.  But it differs from a regular reconstructor in the way it is built.  A filter
always incorporates a pre-existing reconstructor, taking on some of its characteristics.
Reconstructors are therefore the “foundation” matrices of filters.  Filters may or may not use a
geometry matrix when they are made but they always use a reconstructor.  Another pre-
existing filter qualifies as a “foundation” reconstruction matrix.

A By-product matrix is as the name suggest, a temporary or intermediate matrix made as a by-product
during a matrix generation process.  Algorithms for reconstructors start by applying mathematical
operations to a geometry matrix.  As these operations are performed they generate matrices which are
used in subsequent operations until the final matrix is produced.  These intermediate matrices are
available for your inspection.  All reconstructors produce by-product matrices, but with the exception of
the Southwell geometry matrix, no other geometry matrix produces them.

A Twin matrix can be any of the above.  They are solutions to a problem caused by incompatible
ordering schemes.  When producing matrices, A++ will respect any wiring order of mirror components,
but when it simulates wavefronts, it uses its own “wiring” scheme.  This presents a problem.  For
example,  the actuator at the top, left-most position in the graphics is treated by A++ as actuator #1
during simulation,  but the matrix which has its own ordering may treat it as actuator #14.  This
incongruity results in jumbled up graphics.  To solve this problem,  “twin matrices” are produced for
every matrix made, including by-product matrices.  They mirror originals in every respect except ordering
and this renders them compatible for testing purposes.  Making twin matrices is presented as an option.
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START AND EXIT THE PROGRAM

Run matrx.exe.  To exit, select Exit  from the FILE  main menu.

The first window will be displayed: Maximum Subaperture Rows: Enter 20

Explanation:  This value cannot be lower than the size of the mirror you will be loading into
matrix.exe.  In this example, enough memory will be allocated to accommodate configurations
up to 20 by 20 subapertures.  If matrices are to be generated for larger configurations, exit
the program, restart, and enter a greater value.

The last configuration accessed (either in config.exe or matrix.exe) will be loaded into memory.

Startup is completed.

Troubleshooting
• If no configuration has been read in, and the file exists, increase the memory allocation

as follows:
1. Exit the program by selecting Exit from the File main menu, or closing the main menu

bar window.
2. Restart matrx.exe
3. Enter a higher value to the Maximum Subaperture rows prompt.

• If for various reasons, the program could not find the file,  (or to load in a new
configuration at any time), select the Open option from the File main menu, then open
the file of your choice.  Configuration files are recognized by the m_ suffix and the .txt
extension.

• If the color is grainy, set the monitor to Thousands or True color

• If the graphics is without color or control buttons do not show, check for missing files.  The
following must reside in the same directory with matrix.exe
1. syscolor.txt
2. wflib.bmp
3. conflib.bmp

Options
When starting up matrix.exe or after reading in a new configuration, it is recommended to
verify that the correct mirror has been loaded into the program.  To do this, select
Configuration from the Windows option in the main menu bar.  The external file name will
appear at the bottom of the window and the graphics will display the loaded mirror
configuration.

For instructions on setting display options in the Configuration window, see the document
CONFIGURING THE MIRROR.

Note: Always use the left mouse button for work and the right mouse button for documentation.
Many buttons and window titles respond to a right mouse click with a brief explanation of its
function
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A SUMMARY of the MAKE MATRIX WINDOW

This section gives a basic view of the Make Matrix window.  If you wish to continue
with step by step instructions go to page 6.

Figure 1.

1) This button is displayed only for configurations with wiring or ordering that is incompatible
with the “wiring”  that A++ uses during matrix testing.  When enabled, a “twin” is made for
every matrix generated.  The “twin” mirrors the original in every respect except ordering,
thus making it feasible to use the A++ matrix testing module. “Twin” matrices are
discussed in greater detail on page 14.

2) These sections show the selected geometry and reconstruction foundation matrices (see
items 7, 8 and 9 on the next page for an explanation).  The numbered box is a control,
use it to drag the matrix to other windows.  Right click the matrix name to display the
Matrix Information window.  The information window can be accessed at any time where
ever a matrix name is displayed.  To remove it from the screen, right click or double left
click it anywhere (except on buttons and edit fields).  Only one Matrix Information window
is displayed at a given time, if matrix names are right clicked in succession, the window is
merely updated.

3) A red diamond indicates a selected matrix.  Click any diamond next to an enabled matrix to
select it, then use the OK button to produce it.
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4) This item is updated every time a matrix is selected.  It displays the matrix dimension for
the current configuration and the currently selected matrix.  Virtual actuators and
subapertures, if present, are ignored.

5) The OK button makes the selected matrix.  After completion, the matrix will appear in the
Matrix Catalog window opened from the main menu bar.  If a reconstruction matrix was
produced, all by-product matrices will appear in the Temporary Catalog.  If “Twin”
matrices were produced, they will mirror the originals and will be found in their own
catalog windows identified by the prefix “Twin”.  Open all catalog windows  from the
Windows menu bar.

6) The popup menu buttons will display a menu, listing matrices from the Matrix Catalog
window.  Select a matrix proper for it’s type. Popup buttons are disabled when no matrices
for the current configuration are present.  By default, A++ will automatically select a
“twin matrix” whenever appropriate, therefore they are not generally listed in menus
(unless the Automatic Twin Matrix Selection option is turned off).

7) This is the geometry matrix section.  The geometry matrix describes the relationship
between subapertures (slopes) and actuators (phases).  This matrix is used to produce
slopes by multiplying it with a wavefront. Currently, only the Southwell configuration has
more than one geometry matrix available.

8) This is the reconstructor matrix section.  Geometry matrices are the foundation matrices
of reconstructors, therefore, a geometry matrix must be selected before a reconstructor
matrix can be produced.  In dimension, a reconstructor is like a transposed geometry
matrix, it is  used to reconstruct a wavefront by multiplying it by slopes.

9) This is the filter matrix section.  In function, filter matrices are reconstructors, they
differ from regular reconstructors because they incorporate a pre-existing reconstructor
matrix when they are made. Because they are based on reconstructors, a reconstructor
foundation matrix must be selected before a filter is produced.

10) Special matrices.  These are not yet implemented and are disabled.
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MAKING A GEOMETRY MATRIX

Definition
A geometry matrix describes the relationship between subapertures (slopes) and actuators
(phases).  It is the foundation of all reconstructor matrices.  The number of rows in the matrix
will equal twice the number of subapertures, with slopes x represented by rows in the top half
of the matrix and slopes y in the bottom half.  The number of columns equals the number of
actuators.  Virtual actuators and subapertures are ignored. During reconstruction, this matrix
is used to extract slope values from simulated wavefronts which are then multiplied with a
reconstruction matrix to get a reconstructed wavefront.

Figure 2.

Description of Window
Before any matrices have been built, the Make Matrix window will appear as in fig. 2.  The two
popup menu buttons (items 3 and 4) are disabled because matrices are yet to be made and
recorded in the catalog.  Our example is compatible with the A++ ordering scheme, hence, the
button for generating “twin” matrices is not shown.

I n s t r uc t i ons
1) Open windows:

a) Select the Make Matrix  option from the Matrices  main menu – oor –
b) Open all windows which are particularly useful when making matrices.  Click the

Windows option from the main menu, then click Show Windows  and select Matrix
Generation.

2) Make the geometry matrix:
a) Click the diamond (item 1) to select the geometry matrix.
b) Click the OK button to make it.  When completed, the geometry matrix will be listed in

the Matrix Catalog window.
c) Make sure to save the catalog if you wish to keep this matrix.  You can do so now by

using the Save option from the File main menu, or wait until you exit the program by
choosing Exit from the File menu -  a dialog will be presented with the option to save
the catalog.

This step is completed.
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Opt ions
If you did not open windows using the Matrix Generation option from the main menu, open the
Matrix Catalog window to see the geometry matrix listed in the window.  Click the Windows
option in the main menu car, click Catalog and select Matrix.  To view any matrix, see MOVING
AND VIEWING MATRICES, page 19 .
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MAKING A RECONSTRUCTOR

Definition
A reconstruction matrix is made from a geometry matrix by way of mathematical formulae,
hence the reason for calling geometry matrices  “foundation” matrices.  In aspect or
dimension, reconstructors look like transposed geometry matrices with rows equal to the
number of actuators and columns twice the number of subapertures.  X slopes are
represented by the left half of the matrix and y slopes by the right half.  As noted above,
geometry matrices are used to generate slopes from the simulated wavefront, and
reconstructors reconstruct wavefronts from slopes.

 Figure 3.

Description of Window
The Make Matrix window in fig. 3, is set up to make the A+ Least Squares reconstruction
matrix.  Note that a geometry matrix appears as the foundation matrix (item 1).  Until
changed, this matrix will be used to make any one of the reconstructors listed in the section
marked Reconstructor matrix section (item 6).

Instructions
1) Select a geometry matrix which will be the foundation matrix for all reconstructors built.  To

do this, click the popup menu button (item 5) and select a geometry matrix.  Currently,
only the Southwell configuration provides more than one geometry matrix type. (If no
geometry matrix has been made for this configuration, go to page 6, MAKING A
GEOMETRY MATRIX.

2) Click the Ok button.  When the process completes, the A+ Least Squares matrix will be
listed in the Matrix Catalog window.

3) Make sure to save the catalog if you wish to keep this matrix.  You can do this now by
using the Save option from the File main menu, or wait until you exit the program by
choosing Exit from the File menu which will present the option to save the catalog.
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This step is completed.

Opt ions
• Make other reconstructors in the section marked as Reconstructor Section (item 6, fig. 3).

Click the diamond next to the matrix name and then click the Ok button.

• If you did not open windows using the Matrix Generation option from the main menu, open
the Matrix Catalog window to see the reconstructor matrix listed in the window.  Click the
Windows option in the main menu bar, click Catalog and select Matrix.

• All reconstructor matrices are made by mathematically manipulating the geometry matrix,
producing by-product matrices during the operation.  They will appear in the Temporary
Catalog window and are available for viewing.  If the window is not on the screen, open it
from main menu bar − click Windows, then click Catalog and select Temporary.  By-product
matrices are temporary and will remain on disk until they are over-written by other by-
product matrices − the very next time a matrix is produced that generates them.  It is
therefore important to save a temporary matrix if you wish to keep it.  For information on
saving files see SAVING MATRICES, page 22.

• To view any matrix, see MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES, page 19.

• To evaluate matrix performance by reconstructing wavefronts, see the document
EVALUATING MATRICES.
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MAKING THE SLAVING FILTER MATRIX

Definition
A filter matrix is a reconstructor matrix.  It differs from the regular reconstructor because it
incorporates a pre-existing reconstructor taking on some of its characteristics.  The
Extrapolated Slaving filter matrix requires that the configuration contain actuators with slaving
status.

 Figure 4.

Description of Window
The Make Matrix window in fig. 4, is set up to make the Extrapolated Slaving filter matrix.
Note that a geometry and a reconstruction matrix appears in item 1.  Both of these matrices
will be used to make the slaving filter matrix.

Instructions
1) Make sure the configuration contains actuators with slaving status but slaving links are

unnecessary.  If any are present they will be ignored when the matrix is made.  (Slaving
links can be drawn on the configuration with config.exe and are of three types: direct,
averaged and extrapolated.  See the CONFIGURING THE MIRROR document.)

2) Select a foundation geometry and a reconstruction matrix. Any pre-existing reconstructor
matrix, including another filter, qualifies as the foundation matrix. To do this, click the
popup menu buttons (item 4, figure 4) and select a matrix proper to the label on the far
left of the button.  If no geometry or reconstructor matrix has been made, go to page 6,
MAKING A GEOMETRY MATRIX and continue with on page 7, MAKING A
RECONSTRUCTOR.

3) Click the Ok button.  When the process completes, the Extrapolated Slaving matrix will
appear in the Matrix Catalog window.

4) Make sure to save the catalog if you wish to keep this matrix.  You can do this now by
using the Save option from the File main menu, or wait until you exit the program by
choosing Exit from the File menu which will present the option to save the catalog.
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This step is completed.

Opt ions
• If you did not open windows using the Matrix Generation option from the main menu, open

the Matrix Catalog window to see the matrix listed in the window.  Click the Windows
option in the main menu bar, click Catalog and select Matrix.

• All filters produce by-product matrices when they are made.  These by-product matrices
will appear in the Temporary Catalog window and are available for viewing.  If the window
is not on the screen, open it from main menu bar − click Windows, then click Catalog and
select Temporary.  By-product matrices are temporary and will remain on disk until they
are over-written by other by-product matrices  − the very next time a matrix is produced
that generates them.  It is therefore important to save a temporary matrix if you wish to
keep it.  For information on saving files see SAVING MATRICES, page 22.

• To view any matrix, see MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES, page 19.

• To evaluate matrix performance by reconstructing wavefronts, see the document
EVALUATING MATRICES.
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MAKING ZERNIKE PROJECTION MATRICES

Definition
Zernike projection matrices are of two types: 1) Projection in extracts zernikes from wavefronts
and 2) projection out filters them out.  The zernikes extracted or filtered are those which were
incorporated into the matrix when it was built. Therefore, prior to making projection matrices,
zernikes must be selected in the Zernike window.

 Figure 5.

Description of Window
1) Select/deselect zernikes collectively by using the buttons in the header of the window:

a) The Scope button toggles between affecting all 400 zernikes or only those visible in
the window.  This button neither selects nor deselects, but it affects the reach of the
next two buttons: a) and b).

b) The Select button toggles zernikes between selected and deselected, depending on
the Scope setting.  If scope is set to ALL, all 400 zernikes will be
selected/deselected, otherwise only those visible in the window will be affected.

c) The Random Select button selects zernikes depending on the setting of the Scope
button.  If scope is set to All, the random selection will be applied to all 400 zernikes,
otherwise, the selection will be applied only to those currently visible in the window.
In both cases, a random number of zernikes will be selected randomly.

2) Select/deselect zernikes individually by clicking the numbered box next to a zernike.  The
zernike will toggle between selected and deselected status.

3) Displays the number of zernikes selected.

4) The edit field and buttons are used to set gains of selected zernikes.  Gain values are
ignored when zernike projection matrices are built.

5) The zernike name is an edit field.  Click it and enter a new name.  The first 20 zernikes
have default names, but these too may be changed.
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Instructions
1) Open the Zernikes window from the Evaluation option of the main menu.
2) If you wish to clear all zernikes first, click the All button if it is crossed out.  Then click the

Select button.  Aqua means selected, white not selected.  Click the button again if the
boxes turned aqua.  Item 3 (in fig. 5) should state “No Active Zernikes”.

3) For this example, click zernikes 4 and 5 (Focus and Y Astigmatism) in the Zernike
Window.  The numbered boxes will turn aqua.

4) Do not be concerned about gains (sliders can be off center and/or not uniformly set), they
are taken into account only when simulating wavefronts and are otherwise ignored.

Zernike selection is completed, now projection matrices can be built.

Figure 6.

Instructions
The Make Matrix window in (fig. 6) is set up to make the In Slopes Zernike Projection matrix.
1) If the Make Matrix window is not on the screen, open it from the Matrices option in the

main menu bar.
2) Make sure that foundation matrices, a geometry and a reconstructor, are assigned to the

Make Matrix window − they must appear left of the popup menu buttons (item 1 in fig. 6).
If these places are empty, use the popup menu buttons (item 4, fig. 6) to select a
geometry and a reconstructor matrix, matching up the matrix type with the label.  Any pre-
existing reconstructor matrix qualifies, including a filter. (If no geometry or reconstructor for
this configuration has been made, go to page 6, MAKING A GEOMETRY MATRIX and
continue with page 7,  MAKING A RECONSTRUCTOR.)

3) Click diamond next to the In Slopes Zernike Projection matrix.
4) Click the Ok button.
5) Make sure to save the catalog if you wish to keep this matrix.  You can do this now by

using the Save option from the File main menu, or wait until you exit the program by
choosing Exit from the File menu which will present the option to save the catalog.
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This step is completed.

Opt ions
• If you did not open windows using the Matrix Generation option from the main menu, open

the Matrix Catalog window to see the matrix listed in the window.  Click the Windows
option in the main menu bar, click Catalog and select Matrix.

• All filters produce by-product matrices when they are made.  These by-product matrices
will appear in the Temporary Catalog window and are available for viewing.  If the window
is not on the screen, open it from main menu bar − click Windows, then click Catalog and
select Temporary.  By-product matrices are temporary and will remain on disk until they
are over-written by other by-product matrices  − the very next time a matrix is produced
that generates them.  It is therefore important to save a temporary matrix if you wish to
keep it.  For information on saving files see SAVING MATRICES, page 22.

• To view any matrix, see MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES, page 19.

• To evaluate matrix performance by reconstructing wavefronts, see the document
EVALUATNG MATRICES.
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MAKING TWIN MATRICES

Explanation
The physical design of a mirror can be of any wiring order whatsoever,  A++ will conform to
any numbering system when making matrices.  But a difficulty arises during matrix evaluation.
A++ uses its own ordering scheme when simulating wavefronts (or slopes) and if the matrix
generated contains an ordering scheme that is incompatible with the one used by A++, it will
result in mixed up graphics – notwithstanding that the matrix and the reconstruction is correct.
To solve this problem a “twin matrix” is made for every original, specifically for testing purposes.  It
echoes the original in every respect except ordering.  But, because making twins doubles production
time which may become problematical for large mirrors, it is presented as an option.

Enabling Making “Twins” at Startup
When A++ detects an ordering scheme of mirror components which is incompatible with its
own, the following message will appear:

Figure 6.

YES – Loads the mirror configuration file and enables all automatic “twin matrix” features with
the following effect:  1) a twin matrix will be made for every matrix generated and 2) a twin
matrix rather than the original, will be automatically selected for all operations, whenever
appropriate.  This setting can be changed after the mirror has been loaded by clicking the
Make Twin button in the Make Matrix window and disabling the Automate Twin Matrix
Selection option under the Options main menu.

NO – Loads the mirror configuration and disables all automatic “twin matrix” features.  Twin
matrices will not be made. This setting can be changed after the mirror has been loaded by
clicking the Make Twin button in the Make Matrix window and enabling the Automate Twin
Matrix Selection option under the Options main menu

Cancel – exists the program.
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Enabling Twin Matrices After startup

Figure 7.

Description of Window and Menu
The Make Matrix window will display an enable/disable twin matrix button if the ordering of the
mirror is incompatible with that used by A++ during matrix testing.  Click the button to
enable/disable a twin the next time a matrix is made.  To engage automatic selection of twin
matrices, check the Automate Twin Matrix Selection from the main Options menu, this will
ensure that the correct matrix (original or twin) will always be selected for all operations.

WARNING: If twins have been made and the automatic selection of twins is disabled, A++ will
permit the selection of any matrix, original or twin for any operation.  Although this may be
useful during matrix testing, caution is advised when selecting foundation matrices for
reconstructors.

Instructions
If you wish to use A+ to test matrix performance, enable twin matrices, otherwise turn this
option off,  then proceed as for any other matrix starting with a geometry matrix page 6 and
continue with making reconstructors.

This step is completed.

Opt ions
• All options available for original matrices are also available for twin matrices, throughout

this  document.

• To see twin matrices listed in catalogs, open twin catalog windows.  Click Catalog under
the Windows main bar menu, and select a twin catalog.  Please note that twin matrices,
like originals maintain separate catalogs for permanent and by-product (or temporary)
matrices.

• To view any matrix, see MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES, page 19.
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CATALOG WINDOWS

Explanation
A++ writes matrix files without headers, consequently, they are available to any application
that makes use of matrices.  To keep track of them, A++ assembles a catalog, recording file
information in the original configuration file that describes the mirror (produced by the
config.exe module).  Matrix file information is displayed in catalog windows.

There are two types of catalogs:

1) A permanent catalog lists matrices that have been produced on request, these are the
geometry matrix and various type of reconstructors and filters.  File information is recorded
in the catalog but the information remains in memory until it specifically saved from either
the File main menu or upon exiting the program.  If it is not saved, the matrices
generated during that particular run will be invisible to subsequent runs, and their
presence on disk will be precarious.  A++ supplies file names to matrix files as it
produces them and will use duplicate names if the file is not recorded in the catalog.
Please see SAVING FILES page 23.

2) A temporary catalog lists the by-product matrices that were made when ever a matrix
generation process produced them.  The temporary catalog is never saved and matrices
are routinely overwritten.

3) When twin matrices are present, they will be listed in their own permanent and temporary
catalogs with options and features identical to their original catalog counterparts.  Saving
the original matrix catalog, automatically saves the twin catalog.

Figure 7

Description of Window
All Catalog windows function alike regardless of whether they are permanent, temporary or
twin versions of both.
1) Click the expand control to display or not display the comment.
2) The drag box in this window, as in any other window can be used to move matrices

between windows.  Geometry matrix drag boxes are rose, those for regular reconstructors
are cyan and for filters they are blue.  For temporary and unknown matrices they are
white and gray respectively – unknown matrices have been read directly into memory –
see SAVING BY-PRODUCT MATRICES page 23.  Drag boxes also indicate the nth matrix
recorded in its own catalog.

3) The comment is an edit field.  Click it and enter a descriptive remark.  Comments are
particularly useful for zernike projection matrices, because of the tremendous amount of
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variations that can be made when building them from zernikes.  As a rule, A++  will list
zernikes in the comment.

Options
Right button mouse click a matrix name wherever it appears in any window − not just a
catalog window − to display the Matrix Information widow.  It will remain on the screen until
you close it by double clicking or right clicking it anywhere on the window except on edit fields
and popup menu controls.  Only one Information window is shown at a given time, right
clicking matrix names in succession, moves and updates the same Information window.

 Figure 8

Description of Window
The title of the Information window will always reflect the window from which it was accessed.
In the above example, it was accessed from the Matrix Catalog window.

1) Popup menu buttons allow you to change the configuration (Fried, WCE, etc … ) or the
matrix type (geometry, type of reconstructor or filter …).  This the only window that permits
such changes, but it must be accessed from Catalog windows, View windows or the View
Matrix List window, otherwise the buttons are disabled.  Making changing to the matrix
type can be useful when custom reading matrices.  (See CUSTOM READING AND
WRITING MATRICES page 24.)

2) The two edit fields, the first one for rows and the other for columns allow you to change
the matrix dimension which is particularly useful for custom loaded binary files. (See
CUSTOM READING AND WRITING MATRICES page 24.).  Like the popup menu buttons
for changing the matrix type, they are disabled under the same conditions.

3) This area is used for “twin matrix” information, when appropriate.  The heading will identify
the twin status of the matrix.  If it reads Twin Information window, the window was
accessed from the original matrix, if it reads Twin’s Original Information, the twin matrix
was clicked.
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MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES
Exp lanat ion
There are four View  windows, each attached to an area in memory which are large enough to
contain a matrix.  It is therefore possible to view four matrices from one of the VIEW windows
at the same time.  Viewing a matrix involves two steps: 1) Moving the matrix to the View
window (technically to the View  window’s memory area) and 2) opening a View  window - not
necessarily in that order.  Moving matrices to the window can be done in one of two ways : 1)
using popup menu buttons or 2) using boxes to drag matrices across the screen.  If you opt to
use popup menu buttons, your matrix selection will be limited to those listed in the Matrix
Catalog window.  Drag boxes, on the other hand, do not have such a limitation but they may be
less convenient.  There are also two ways of opening  View  windows 1) from the main menu
bar or 2) by double clicking the name of the matrix in the View Matrix List window which is
opened from the main menu bar.

 Figure 9.

Description of Window
This example depicts a very small geometry matrix in order to include all matrix display
features in a small area.

1) Click the pencil icon to toggle edit/browse mode.
2) Click a label to highlight a row, permitted in both browse and edit mode.
3) Click a label to highlight a column, permitted in both browse and edit mode.
4) X slopes. For geometry matrices, x slopes occupy the top half of rows, for reconstructors

including filter matrices they occupy the left half of columns.  The background color is
white.

5) Y slopes. For geometry matrices, x slopes occupy the bottom half of rows, for
reconstructors including filter matrices they occupy the right half of columns.  The
background color is gray.

6) Please note that in addition to the color contrast between x and y slopes, elements on
the diagonal are highlighted – even for non-square matrices.  Every fifth row and column
is also highlighted for easier reading.

Instructions
If no matrix has been made, please go to page 6 and make a geometry matrix.

1) For convenience, close all windows, either close them individually, or click Windows in the main
menu bar, then click Close Windows and select All.
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2) Open the View I window.   Click Matrices in the main menu bar, then click View Matrix and select
Memory I.  The View window will be displayed.  Click the popup menu button (item 3 in fig. 10) and
select the geometry matrix.  Data will be displayed in the window.

3) Open the View Matrix List window by clicking Matrices in the main menu bar and selecting View
Matrix List.  Note that area 1 in the window contains the geometry matrix you selected in step 2.

4) Open View III window.  Drag the geometry matrix from the View Matrix List window unto the View III
window.

5) Now drag the box from area 1 to area 4 within the View Matrix List window.  Double click the matrix
name in area 4.  The View IV window is opened.

6) Open the Matrix Catalog window from the main menu bar.  Click Windows, then click Catalog then
click Matrix.  Open the Make Matrix window from the Matrices main bar menu and select the
geometry foundation matrix by dragging it from the Matrix Catalog window anywhere unto the Make
Matrix window.

7) Make the A+ Least Squares matrix, click the diamond next to it and then click the Ok button in the
Make Matrix window.  Note that all matrices have been removed from the View Matrix List window,
this is because the memory areas were required to make the matrix.

8) Open the Temporary Catalog window.  Click Windows in the main menu bar, then click Catalog and
select Temporary.  Drag one of the temporary matrices unto the View Matrix List window and double
click the matrix name or drag it directly unto any View window.

9) Click the popup menu button in area 2 of the View Matrix List window and select a matrix, then
double click the matrix name to open the View  window if you have not removed it from the screen.

The above exercise demonstrates the two ways of opening View windows and moving matrices between
windows.  The popup menu button (where ever it appears), provides a list of matrices from the Matrix
Catalog window (and when appropriate from the Twin Matrix Catalog).  The drag box , on the other hand,
will move matrices from any window.
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BROWSING AND EDITING MATRICES IN VIEW WINDOWS

The View window can be used in two modes, browse and edit.

 Figure 10.

Description of the View Window in Browse Mode
1) Displays the current precision.

2) This matrix resides in this View window’s memory.  To get general information on the
matrix file, open the Information window by a right button mouse click on the matrix name.
To remove the Information window, double click it or right click it anywhere except on edit
fields or buttons.  The drag box is operative here, as it is anywhere else it is displayed.

3) Use the popup menu button to select and load a matrix into this View  window’s memory.
Popup menu buttons limits your selection to those recorded in the Matrix Catalog.  Using
the drag box will achieve the same result without such limitations.

4) Change the precision display.  Click the popup menu button and select a precision. The
precision being currently used is shown adjacent to the button.

5) This is the edit control, it will toggle the View window between browse and edit mode.
a) This is the edit control in browse mode
b) A green dot signifies no unsaved changes are present, a red one indicates they are

present.
c) The edit control in edit mode

6) To select a row or column, click it’s yellow label.  The next three items are concerned with
the selected row or column.
a) Identifies the selected row or column.  In figure 10, ‘none’ is selected.
b) The Go to button returns the display to the selected row or column if scrolling went

beyond it.
c) The clear button sets the selection to ‘none’ − no row or column is selected.
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Figure 11.

Description of the View window in Edit Mode
With the exception of the matrix name and its drag box (item 2, of fig. 10), all items appearing
in browse mode (highlighted in red) are also available in edit mode
1) This edit field will be applied to all elements of the selected row or column when the

adjacent button (item 2) is clicked. To change the value, click it and enter a new value.
Use the left and right arrow keys to move the cursor.

2) This applies the value in the edit field to all elements of the selected row or column.
3) These two items are edit fields for rows and columns.  Click a field and enter a new value.
4) This displays the current selected row or column,  figure 11 shows C4 (column 4).  These

items are also available in browse mode and have been explained on the previous page.
5) Add a row or column of zeros after the selected row or column.
6) Add a row or column of zeros before the selected row or column.
7) Delete the selected row or column.

8) You may also copy/paste rows or columns.  Click it’s yellow label to select it, press
Control/C to copy.  Then click the label of another row or column to select it and press
Control/V to paste.

9) To change an individual element in the matrix, click it and enter a new value.  Use the left
and right arrow keys to move the cursor.  To stop editing, click anywhere on the window
except matrix elements, row or column labels, buttons and edit fields.  You may also
copy/paste individual elements.  Click an element to highlight it and press Control/C, then
click another to highlight it and press Control/V.  To tab over to the next element, you
must still be in edit mode, click an element, and enter a new value, then before clicking
anywhere else, tab over to the next element.  Shift/Tab works in reverse.
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SAVING MATRICES

Matrix data files are automatically saved on disk, as soon as they are generated, and
file information is recorded in the catalog which must be specifically saved.  If it is not saved,
file information on matrices generated during that run will be lost for subsequent runs.

There are two ways of saving a catalog:
1) Click the File option in the main menu bar and select Save.  Use this option at any time.

The Save As option is disabled for this module.
2) Upon Exit, select Yes to the Save Catalog prompt.

SAVING BY-PRODUCT MATRICES

Temporary matrices are by-products of a reconstruction matrix generation process.  As
they are made they are automatically saved into files on disk with file information recorded in
the Temporary Catalog.  As soon as the next process starts that also generates by-product
matrices, all temporary matrix files are deleted from disk, along with the catalog information.
The Temporary Catalog  is never saved.  If you wish to keep a by-product matrix, you must
save it manually,  in one of two ways:

1) Drag it unto the Matrix Catalog window.  The temporary matrix file will be copied to a new
file that fits the A++ file naming convention and will be recorded in the permanent
catalog.  Please note that the catalog file must still be saved to make the new entry
permanent, see the above paragraph.

2) Another option is to custom save the file as explained next.

NOTE:  Twin matrices and their catalogs function as their original counterparts.  Saving one
catalog saves the other as well.
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CUSTOM READING AND WRITING MATRICES

A++ writes all matrix files in a row by row, binary format with no headers, thus making
the matrix available for any other application.  If the A++ file standard is not suitable for your
purposes, custom save it by using the View Matrix List window.

 Figure 12.

Description of Window
This window has already been mentioned in MOVING AND VIEWING MATRICES page 19.  It lists
the memory contents of the four View windows, consequently, moving a matrix to an area in
the View Matrix List window is equivalent to moving it to the View window which corresponds
to that area.

1) In Figure 12, an A+ Least Squares matrix resides in memory area 1. If the VIEW I window
were opened, the A+ Least Squares data would be displayed.  By the same token, moving
matrix to a View window, will update the corresponding area of the View Matrix List
window.

2) Double clicking (left mouse button) on the matrix name will open the proper VIEW window.
A right button mouse click on a matrix name will open the Information window, (see page
17).

3) Use the popup menu button to select a matrix listed in the Matrix Catalog window (or use
the popup menu button in the View window, the operation is equivalent).

4) Memory area 2 (or View II window) is empty.
5) This area is selected for input/output, as highlighted in red.
6) This button opens the Matrix File I/O window and selects (highlights) the current memory

area.

7) These two Input / Output buttons open the standard Windows 95, Windows NT dialog
window in which file operations are performed.

8) Radio buttons select ASCII or Binary data mode.  The data mode setting is required for
both reading and writing a file.
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9) The four memory area buttons correspond to the four View window memory areas.  Click
them to change the active area – all files are read into and written from the active memory
area.

10) The popup menu button provides custom formats, current only two are available 1) a row
by row and 2) a column by column.

Instructions
This example uses a geometry matrix listed in the catalog, but any matrix moved to a View
window (technically to the View window’s attached memory area) can be custom saved.  If a
matrix is not listed in the Catalog window, do not use the popup menu button but rather the
drag box to move it either to a View window or the View Matrix List window (the operation is
equivalent) from which the File/IO window is accessed.

Writing and reading ASCII data files
1) Make a geometry matrix and move it to area 1 in the View Matrix List window.  Use either

the popup menu button or drag the matrix from the Matrix Catalog window to area 1.
2) Click the diskette icon in area 1 of the View Matrix List window.  The Matrix File I/O

window will be displayed.
3) Select ASCII mode (item 8, fig 12), and click the Write button.  The standard Windows 95,

Windows NT dialog for file operations will be displayed.  Give it a file name of your choice
and save the file.

4) Now select memory area 2, by clicking either the diskette icon in memory area 2, or click
button 2 in the Matrix File I/O window (item 9, fig 12).

5) The correct mode (ASCII or Binary, item 8, fig 12) must be selected for read as well as for
write operations of custom files − in this case ASCII is already selected.  Now click the
Read button.  The standard Windows 95, Windows NT dialog will be displayed.  Select
the file you saved in step 3) and Open the file.

6) Note that the matrix name in memory area 2 is Unknown but the matrix dimension, rows
and columns are correct.  To change the matrix name go to CHANGING MATRIX
ATTRIBUTES, the next topic.

Writing and reading Binary data files
1) Click the diskette icon in area 1 of the View Matrix List window to access the original

matrix you moved in step 1 of previous instructions.
2) Select Binary mode (item 8, fig 12), and click the Write button.  The standard Windows

95, Windows NT dialog for file operations will be displayed.  Save the file under a name of
your choice.

3) Now select memory area 4, by clicking either the diskette icon in memory area 4 of the
View Matrix List window, or click button 4 in the Matrix File I/O window (item 9, fig 12).

4) The correct mode ASCII or Binary, (item 8, fig 12) must be selected for read as well as
write operations − in this case Binary is already selected.  Now click the Read button.
The standard Windows 95, Windows NT dialog will be displayed for you.  Open the file.

5) Note that the matrix name in the View Matrix List window is Unknown and values for rows
and columns are reversed.  This is because A++ uses the current mirror configuration to
“guess” the dimension of custom loaded matrices when it cannot ascertain the actual
dimension which is always the case for binary files.  Rows and columns are reversed
because A++ will always favor the reconstructor type when it makes the “guess”.  If the
row and column size are incorrect, the display will be faulty, even though the data is
correctly loaded in memory.  To fix any dimension problem continue with the next topic.

CHANGING MATRIX ATTRIBUTES

Because matrix data files are written without any internal headers, header
information, such as the matrix type and dimension must be supplied for custom loaded
matrices.  In the case of dimension, the problem does not exist for ASCII files, because rows
are delimited by carriage returns and it is therefore it is possible to determine the matrix
dimension as it is read from disk.  Binary files, however, have no delimiters therefore the
dimension is “guessed” –row and column size is supplied which would be consistent with a
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reconstructor matrix for the currently loaded mirror configuration.  But in either case, ASCII or
binary, the configuration and matrix type will be classified as unknown.  It is possible to use
“unknown” matrix types in any operation, but incorrect row and column sizes will cause errors.
To change any of these values, use the Information window.

Figure 14

Instructions
Click the matrix name of the custom loaded file with the right mouse button to open the
Information window. Although the Matrix Information window can be opened by clicking the
matrix name where ever it appears, changes to matrix attributes are permitted only if it is
opened from 1) a Matrix Catalog window  2) any View window or 3) the View Matrix List
window.

1) Click (item 1) the first popup menu button and select the configuration type.
2) Click (item 1) the lower popup menu button and select the matrix type.
3) Click the edit field for rows and enter the correct value, do the same for columns.
4) Right button mouse click or double click the window anywhere (except on buttons or edit

fields) to close the window.
5) IMPORTANT! The changes made in step 1 through 4 has been made to header

information in memory.  To make it permanent, it must be incorporated into the Matrix
Catalog and the catalog saved.  If the change was made to a matrix already in the Matrix
Catalog, the Catalog must likewise be saved.  Please read the next section Cataloging
Custom Matrix Files.
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CATALOGING CUSTOM MATRIX FILES

When matrices are custom read into memory, their data resides in one of the four memory
areas associated with a View window.  But because memory is volatile, custom loaded
matrices are restricted to three functions, 1) viewing, 2) editing and 3) custom saving them in
files.  To use such files for other operations, i.e. using them as foundation matrices or for
matrix performance testing, incorporate the custom matrix into the catalog.

1) Before going to the next step, make sure that rows and columns area correct.  If they are
not, correct them as in previously stated instructions.  The configuration and matrix type
may be changed at any time – even after it has been incorporated in the catalog, but it is
important that the matrix dimension be correct.

2) Drag the custom loaded matrix from the View Matrix List window to the Matrix Catalog
window.  The data in memory will be written to a new file in the A++ format and file
information recorded in the catalog.  This matrix is now a permanent addition in the
catalog and can be used as any other matrix.

3) IMPORTANT! Remember to save the catalog, use the Save option from the File main
menu, or save it upon exiting the program.


